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                    Abstract
A major approach to the ethics of artificial intelligence (AI) is to use social choice, in which the AI is designed to act according to the aggregate views of society. This is found in the AI ethics of “coherent extrapolated volition” and “bottom–up ethics”. This paper shows that the normative basis of AI social choice ethics is weak due to the fact that there is no one single aggregate ethical view of society. Instead, the design of social choice AI faces three sets of decisions: standing, concerning whose ethics views are included; measurement, concerning how their views are identified; and aggregation, concerning how individual views are combined to a single view that will guide AI behavior. These decisions must be made up front in the initial AI design—designers cannot “let the AI figure it out”. Each set of decisions poses difficult ethical dilemmas with major consequences for AI behavior, with some decision options yielding pathological or even catastrophic results. Furthermore, non-social choice ethics face similar issues, such as whether to count future generations or the AI itself. These issues can be more important than the question of whether or not to use social choice ethics. Attention should focus on these issues, not on social choice.
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                    Notes
	Note that while consciousness may play a role in ethics learning among human children, it is not essential for AI. The essential feature is that ethics is learned via interaction with the environment, regardless of whether that interaction involves consciousness.


	One exception, in which social choice is (briefly) discussed in the context of CEV, is Tarleton (2010). Keyword searches in Google Scholar identified no other discussions of social choice in CEV or bottom-up ethics. There is a more extensive study of “computational social choice” relating aspects of social choice theory and computer science (Brandt et al. 2015).


	This is similar to the “boundary problem” in democracy (Arrhenius 2005).


	Martin (2017) also considers having AIs set their own ethics or the ethics of other AIs; more on this below.


	Tay was programmed to learn from (and thus give standing to) Twitter users who interact with it, which quickly devolved into deviance and obscenity as Twitter users taught it to misbehave. Microsoft has since been wrestling with the question of how to give standing to a more appropriate mix of people.


	There is a certain irony that some proponents of CEV speak in terms of giving standing only to humanity but also favor a transition to posthumanity (e.g., Bostrom 2008).


	For an argument against Benatar’s views, see Baum (2008).


	This happened in 2000 and 2016, when Al Gore and Hillary Clinton, respectively, received more votes from individual voters, but George W. Bush and Donald Trump, respectively, received more votes in the electoral college.


	There is no indication that Tay was designed with bottom–up ethics in mind, but the net result is the same in that Tay acquired its principles for behavior via input from the people it interacted with.
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